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Dear Families, 

Who knew that five years could pass by so quickly?! 

For me, it has been the most wonderful 5 years. You have all taught me so much about myself, about 
what it is to be a leader and most importantly what it is to be part of such an incredible community 

Goodness! You put me through my paces! You are a tough audience! 

Family Tudor, staff, children and families, you really are the most wonderful group of people and I am 
honoured that you have allowed me in to your lives.  

I am excited to move into my role as Director within Step Academy Trust and I will look forward to seeing 
how Tudor Academy continues to move from strength to strength. Miss Rochford I pass the baton into 

your very capable hands, I will miss you all. 

  

We also have Miss Reynolds, Mr James, Mr Tarrant, Mrs Campbell and Miss Bateman moving to  
exciting new adventures. Miss Reynolds is leaving us to teach in Dubai, Mr James is snatching the  
opportunity to travel around the world, Mr Tarrant has been accepted as a semi-professional rugby  

player, Mrs Campbell is staying within STEP and moving to Mrs Miskelly’s Academy, Beddington Park 
and Miss Bateman is moving to Egypt to teach! 

  

We all thank you for your incredible hard work. We are going to miss you all very much, but know you will 
stay in touch and possibly return to us again in the future! 

  

We have several new teachers joining us next academic year and you will have the opportunity to meet 
them all shortly.  

 

I wanted to take this opportunity to say a huge WELL DONE to our fabulous year 6 students and  
teachers for the excellent production they have rehearsed and performed this. The Greatest Show truly 

was the greatest show! 

  

Finally, a reminder that the MET office have issued a severe weather warning for Sunday, Monday and 
Tuesday. Temperatures are predicted to reach over 38 degrees.  

Please ensure you send your child to school in light clothing and a hat.  
Please also ensure they have a water bottle we can refill and some sun cream. Please read the latest 

Parentmail email with regards to school closure timings 
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Year 5 

What a year it has been for year 5!  
It only felt like yesterday when we welcomed them into our classes for the first time and now 

they are almost ready for year 6.  
We hope that they have had as much fun we have!  

This second half of the summer term, we have taken a journey into the land of Greek Mythology 
and have been reading Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief! It is about a 12 year old boy who 

discovers that he is the son of the Poseidon and his journey to find Zeus’s Lightning Bolt!  
 

For Science this half-term, we have been learning about how to analyse weather patterns in the 
UK. We’ve been specifically looking at cold and warm fronts and how we can read synoptic 

charts.   
In History, we have travelled back in time to the Victorian era!  

We have looked at how the reign of Queen Victoria changed how people thought of the Royal 
family, we have compared life in the 1900s with our own and we even took a look at the Great 

Exhibition and why it was created!  

 

Year 6 
 

Since getting back from our  Dorset PGL trip, is had been all systems go with rehearsing our 
Year 6 Production 'The Greatest Show'.   

This entire production was supported by the children's efforts; for instance, groups of children 
had been beavering away at making props and painting back-drops for the  

production as well acting, singing and dancing. The children performing in the show learnt their 
lines and gathered their costumes and the children had even taken on the jobs of sound  

manager and props manager! Miss Kyprianou was directing and Miss Reynolds developed the 
choregraphy - Thanks Miss Reynolds.  

It really was a team effort between staff and children and we could not wait for you to see it! the 
first performance was on 13th July in the afternoon and then there was an evening performance 

on the 14th July. We were really excited to see you there.  
 

If you have any questions about this, or anything else to do with Year 6, please contact the Year 
6 Team via the Office  
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Next week we will have our final attendance assembly.  We have names in an envelope for KS1 
and KS2 pupils who have 100% attendance for this term and one lucky pupil from each key 

stage will win a tablet.  
 

Our pupils LOVE this draw and find it really exciting. 

 

30 pupils have achieved 100% attendance for the school year - we will make sure we recognise 
this too as it is a great achievement.   

 
We have really tried hard with attendance this year and know that we will be able to make even 

further improvements for next year.   
 

Punctuality is also something that has to be worked on for next year - in your child's report, you 
will see that we have identified how much learning your child has missed due to lateness.   

 
Some pupils have lost 0 minutes in learning time but others have lots of time missed due to  

lateness which is really disappointing.   
We welcome conversations with parents about attendance and punctuality frequently and urge 

you to speak to us if there is a problem. 

 

We look forward to all pupils attending school every day on time for our final week.   
 

It is going to be very hot on Monday and Tuesday so please remember plenty of water, sunhats  
and  

suncream! 
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Ey, Rayan, Jaycee, Hunter, Drean, Logan, Jimmy, Lily, Hawa, 
James, Becky, Kwadwo, Nathan, Nathan, Shaddai, Zohan, Marius, 

Stanley, Daniel, Mekayla, Lola, Evie, Giannina 
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 The dates for NEXT YEAR to help you plan ahead for your holidays  




